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Government of the UK: Press Release: PM: A New Deal for Britain

"Innovation:
Up to £100m of new funding for research and develop a brand new clean technology, Direct Air
Capture (DAC), which captures CO2 emissions directly from the air around us. If successful, DAC
technology could be deployed across the country to remove carbon from the air, helping sectors
where it’s tough to decarbonise such as aviation.
To help bring forward this technology, the government is exploring options around carbon pricing
and incentives, where the government may pay a price per tonne of CO2 captured."

Read more » Government of the UK: Press Release: PM: A New Deal for Britain
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Recharge News: World's first carbon-removal marketplace offers
businesses an easy route to net-zero emissions

"Puro.earth enables companies to reduce their own climate impact through the purchase of verified CO2
removal certificates."
LINK

Read more » Recharge News: World's first carbon-removal marketplace offers businesses an easy route to
net-zero emissions
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Call for Applications: Third Derivative 2020 Application Round 1

Deadline: 15. July 2020
"We're looking for startups who are working to drive the energy transition, including those at the earliest
stages of commercialization."
LINK

Read more » Call for Applications: Third Derivative 2020 Application Round 1
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Medium: Creating Jobs and Meeting Climate Goals: The Evolving Case
for Direct Air Capture

"From construction to plant operations, DAC offers employment opportunities — all while tackling a
critical environmental issue."
LINK

Read more » Medium: Creating Jobs and Meeting Climate Goals: The Evolving Case for Direct Air
Capture
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New York Times: Projects to Stash Carbon Dioxide Underground Get a
Boost

"The government, after years of delays, is finally clarifying rules on tax breaks for companies that use
carbon capture to fight climate change."
LINK

Read more » New York Times: Projects to Stash Carbon Dioxide Underground Get a Boost
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Ocean Visions: Ocean Carbon Dioxide Removal Interest Survey

"The purpose of this brief questionnaire is to identify key players and interested parties in the ocean-based
CDR space and to build a database of cross-sectoral professionals looking to advance ocean-based CDR."
LINK

Read more » Ocean Visions: Ocean Carbon Dioxide Removal Interest Survey
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Newsletter of Week 27 of 2020

The newsletter of calendar week 27 of 2020 is now available here.

Read more » Newsletter of Week 27 of 2020
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Video: IEAGHG: 25th June 2020 Reducing water usage in power plants
with CCS

"In this webinar, Monica Garcia (IEAGHG), Regina Sander (CSIRO Energy), and Paul Feron (CSIRO
Energy), will discuss the motivation and results of the IEAGHG technical study “Understanding the cost of
reducing water usage in coal and gas fired power plants with CCS”, carried out by CSIRO."

LINK

Read more » Video: IEAGHG: 25th June 2020 Reducing water usage in power plants with CCS
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Deutscher Bundestag: Press release about CE research (German)

Deutscher Bundestag, the German federal parliament, released a short press release in answer to a query
about CE research.
LINK

Read more » Deutscher Bundestag: Press release about CE research (German)
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Lights On: A weekly newsletter tracking the climate, energy and business
debate in India and beyond

"After covering the climate, science and energy beat for nearly a decade, and living in India for two years,
I came to the conclusion that there is a missing piece in the way international media tells the story of our
warming planet and its evolving economy."
LINK

Read more » Lights On: A weekly newsletter tracking the climate, energy and business debate in India and
beyond
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